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Leo was very happy. It was his birthday today. He was playing with a football that 

his grandfather had sent from Australia. Now he was waiting for a gift from his mum. 



Leo’s mum always gave him nice toys. But Leo never liked 

to share his toys with anyone else. He played all by

himself. This year, she wanted Leo to learn about sharing 

and making friends.
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So, she gave Leo a beautiful gift box. Leo was very excited. But when he opened 

the box, it was empty! Leo was surprised.
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Leo ran to his mum and said, “Thank you mum, but the box is empty”. His mum 

smiled and replied, “This is a magical box, and you must take it to school tomorrow. 

When you open this box, you will see the magic happen”.
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The next morning, Leo went to school with his magical box. During lunch break, he 

sat quietly and opened the box. His classmate Sasha was sitting next to him. She 

was playing with a big lion key ring that she got from South Africa. She saw Leo

staring at the empty box. She asked, “Leo, why are you staring at an empty box?” 
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“This is a magical box. My mum gave it to me for my birthday. I am waiting for the 

magic to happen”, replied Leo. “Really! Can I watch it too?” asked Sasha. Leo did 

not like sharing, but he was tired of waiting alone. So, he moved the box closer to 

Sasha. Now both of them sat quietly, waiting for the magic to happen.
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Soon, Remo arrived. He asked, “Sasha, why are you looking at this empty box?” 

Sasha replied, “This is a magical box. Leo and I are waiting for the magic to happen”. 

“I want to watch too”, said Remo. “Sure, come and sit with us”, replied Leo.



One by one, Leo’s classmates sat beside him at the table. They wanted to see the 

magic happen. While waiting, Zafar shared almond cookies from Egypt with everyone. 

Remo showed his flag from Italy. Yuki shared candy from Japan.  
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Leo saw everyone laughing, sharing, and being happy. He also wanted to share. He 

took out his football and said, “Let’s play together”. “Yes, let’s play!” shouted Yuki 

happily. “Follow me”, said Zafar. Everyone followed him as he ran with the football 

in his hands.
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While playing, Leo thought, “Mum was right, magic is happening. Now I have friends. 

I am so happy”. The magical box had given Leo many friends, and he felt the joy of 

sharing.



Fill in the blanks using the correct word from the ball beside each sentence.

ACTIVITY 1: Fill in the Blanks
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1. Leo  _________ playing with a football.

2. Leo’s mom always ___________ him nice toys. 

3. She gave Leo a beautiful ___________ box.

4. Sasha was playing __________ a big lion key ring.

5. She __________ Leo staring at the empty box. 

6. Leo did not like sharing but he _______ tired of waiting alone. 

7. One by ___________, Leo’s classmates sat beside him. 

8. Yuki shared candy  ___________  Japan. 

9. Leo ___________  out his football. 

10. Leo felt the ___________ of sharing. 

was, six, 
gift

next, are, 
gave

gift, joy, 
one

saw, are, 
with

gave, 
saw, one

six, her, 
was

one, her, 
gift

her, saw, 
from

took, 
are, ball

six, joy, 
next



ACTIVITY 2: True or False
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1. Leo was playing with basketball.         _____

2. Grandfather had sent Leo a box of chocolates from Australia.    _____ 

3. Leo’s mom always gave him nice gifts.       _____

4. Sasha was playing with a doll.         _____ 

5. Leo moved his gift box closer to Sasha.       _____

6. Remo told everyone about his holiday in Egypt.      _____

7. Zafar did not share almond cookies with anyone.      _____

8. Yuki shared candy from Japan.          _____ 

9. Leo saw everyone laughing and sharing and happy.     _____

10. The magical gift box had given Leo many friends.     _____

Read the following sentences. Write ‘T’ for True and ‘F’ for False.



Connect the dots from 1- 40 and fill the picture with colours.

 

ACTIVITY 3: Join the Dots
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Find the letters in the boxes which can make up the words in the birthday balloons. 

    

ACTIVITY 4: Word Search
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       BOX

    NEXT

 SCHOOL

                 HAPPILY

 EMPTY     MAGIC   

    JAPAN

g H r h a E M P T Y

y t A x f g v j y z

S s g P b c f d b N

C e g q P x y a g E

H d h i t I v s b X

O b B O X p L c o T

O o v n c e q Y n m

L p J A P A N v l q

a r j v n M A G I C



Help Sasha and Remo rearrange the letters to make proper words. 

ACTIVITY 5: Jumble Words
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    LOOKED    HAPPY   INSIDE  

    GIFT   ONE    SAID   BOX     

  WAIT  MOM  GIVE  EMPTY    

   SHARE   CANDY  SMILED

         MAGICAL  HAD 

      

      

      

      

        

        

        

        

          

          

          

          

            

            

            

              

DAH

NOE

OMM

OBX

VGIE

ITFG

DSAI

AWTI

YHPAP

HASRE

ANDCY

PTEMY

LOEOKD

ILSMED

SINDIE

CALGIMA



Write a letter to your grandfather thanking him for the wonderful birthday gift he sent you. 
Draw the gift that you wish for in the box below. 

    them   the   our
ACTIVITY 6: Letter Writing
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Date:_______________

Dear _________________________,

Thank you for_______________________

_________________________________

_________________________________

I like it very much. For my next birthday I 

wish for___________________________

_________________________________ 

I will share the gift with my friends. Their 

names are _________________________

_________________________________

With love from 

_________________________

Draw the gift that you wish for in this box and colour



Help Zafar write the correct punctuation to complete the sentences below. 

ACTIVITY 7: Punctuations
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Full stop   Exclaimation       Question

1. Leo was waiting for a gift from his mum 
     
2. The gift box was empty   

3. Next morning Leo went to the school with the magical box     

4. Leo, why are you staring at an empty box       

5. Really        Can I watch it too       

6. Yuki shared candy from Japan     

7.  They wanted to see the magic happen

8. Yes, let’s play    

9. Now I have friends 

10. The magical gift box had given Leo many friends, and he felt the joy of sharing  



Find the plural words from the sentences below. Write their singular word in the keyring. 
Using the words from the key ring make five new sentences in the box below.

ACTIVITY 8: Singular and Plural
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1. Leo was waiting for gifts from his mom.
     
2. He never shared his toys with anyone.

3. Mom wanted Leo to make friends.

4. Sasha was playing with her lion key rings. 

5. Remo showed everyone the flags from Italy.  

______________
______________
______________
______________
______________
______________

gift

1. ______________________________________________

2. ______________________________________________

3. ______________________________________________

4. ______________________________________________

5. ______________________________________________

Make five new sentences using the words from the key ring



Help Yuki fill her lunchbox with words. Follow the instructions below:
1. Look at the words and say them aloud. 
2. Break the syllables and write. 
3. Write the number of syllables in each word. 
4. Cover and write the words.

ACTIVITY 9: Syllables
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Look      Break Syllables  Number of syllables Cover and write

Sitting    Sit - ing        2         Sitting

Sofa

Happy

Going

Fancy

Many

Table

Happen

Inside

Magic

Football

Candy



Help Leo find his way to the magical gift.

ACTIVITY 10: The Maze
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